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oren.haker@stoel.com
Mark E. Hindley (UTB #7222)
mark.hindley@stoel.com
STOEL RIVES LLP 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION

In re:  

The Falls at McMinnville LLC,

Debtor.

Bankr. No. 18-25492

Chapter 11

Honorable Chief Judge R. Kimball Mosier 

In re:  

The Falls Event Center LLC,

Debtor.

Bankr. No. 18-25116

Chapter 11

Honorable Chief Judge R. Kimball Mosier 

SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

I, John Rasmussen, declare as follows to the best of my information and belief:  

1. I have previously submitted a declaration in this case, which pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1746, I declare is true and correct. As explained in my first declaration, I am currently 

the Interim Executive Director of the Evergreen Aviation and Space Museum and The Captain 

Michael King Smith Educational Institute (collectively, the “Museum”).  Prior to my service as 
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2 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

Interim Executive Director, I was a Director on the Museum’s Board of Directors for fifteen 

years and the President of the Board for three years.  At all times discussed herein, I was either a 

Director, Director Emeritus, and/or Interim Executive Director for the Museum.

2. The “Museum Campus” consists of five buildings and surrounding land: the 

Space Building, the Aviation Building, the Theater Building, the Wings & Waves Waterpark (the 

“Waterpark”), and the Chapel (now renamed the Lodge). At the time Evergreen Vintage 

Aircraft (“Vintage”) filed for bankruptcy in December 2014, the Museum operated all five 

buildings.  Vintage owned two of the five buildings, specifically the Theater Building and the 

Aviation Building. Vintage leased those two buildings to the Museum on a rent-free basis.  

3. In 2011, the Museum entered into a no-rent lease with the Michael King Smith 

Foundation (“MKSF”) for the Waterpark, and the Waterpark opened that same year.  Pursuant to 

the lease, the Museum operated the Waterpark and collected the revenues, which were then used 

to help fund the Museum’s operations.

4. Vintage filed for bankruptcy in Oregon on December 11, 2014, in In re Evergreen 

Vintage Aircraft, Inc., Case No. 14-36770. As part of the mediated global settlement in the 

Vintage bankruptcy in April 2015, Affordable Mid-Coast Housing (“AMCH”) agreed to lease 

the Aviation Building and Theater Building to the Museum for $25,000 a month for each 

building (totally of $50,000/month) for 20 years.  In connection with the settlement (which was 

approved by the Bankruptcy Court), the Museum was to receive “a 5 year no cost triple net lease 

on the Water Park.” (See Exhibit 18, Global Settlement Term Sheet, at 5.) The right to operate 

the Waterpark was essential for the Museum to pay $50,000 a month owed to AMCH.

5. In January of 2016, MKSF filed for bankruptcy in Oregon in In Re The Michael 

King Smith Foundation, Case No. 16-30233. MKS’s assets included, among other things, the 
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3 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

Waterpark, the Space Building, and land around the Museum Campus. I understood that there 

were two interested buyers in the MKSF assets: AMCH and The Falls Event Center LLC

(“TFEC”).  

6. The Museum supported TFEC’s bid based on its understanding from discussions 

with TFEC representatives that TFEC or its assignee (which turned out to be The Falls at 

McMinnville LLC (“TFM”)) would enter into certain agreements that would better support the 

Museum’s operations. In connection with the sale of the MKSF assets to TFEC/TFM, the parties 

entered into a variety of agreements, including but not limited to:

a. The Lease for the Space Building (see Declaration of Oren B. Haker

(“Haker Decl.”) at Exhibit 14);

b. The Financing Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 6);

c. The Campus Use Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 15);

d. The Bank Directive Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 9); and 

e. The Waterpark Transition Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 17).

7. During the negotiation on these agreements, TFEC (through Steve Down and 

others) represented to me that TFM would be the entity running the Waterpark.  The agreements 

also support this conclusion.  For example:

a. The Waterpark Transition Agreement expressly states that “TFM, as a 

subsidiary of TFEC, will take over occupation, use and operation of the Waterpark.” (Ex. 

17 at Recital C.)  

b. The Bank Directive Agreement defines the term “Collateral” as revenue 

“generated by the [sic] TFM’s operation of” the Waterpark and from special events.  (Ex. 

9 at ¶ 2.b.)
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4 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

c. The Campus Use Agreement specifically states that TFM is the “Owner” 

of the Waterpark.  (Ex. 15 at Recital A.)

8. In fact, MKSF assigned the Waterpark lease and related contracts directly to 

TFM, not to TFEC.  (Exhibit 19, Assignment and Assumption of Lease and Contracts, attached 

hereto). 

9. The representatives of TFEC/TFM never mentioned that TFEC would be the 

entity actually collecting revenues from the event and Waterpark operations.  In fact, the only 

time I remember discussing the possibility of another entity collecting revenues from the 

operations in and around the Museum was when I was told Steve Down might create and use a 

separate entity to run and collect revenues from the hotel he planned to build.  I believe this 

entity was to be called “Steve’s Hotel LLC.”  It was the Museum’s understanding that the only 

two entities that would be collecting revenues from operations in and around the Museum 

Campus were (1) TFM, and (2) possibly, in the future, Steve’s Hotel LLC.

10. The Museum relied on the representations in its agreements and oral 

representations from Mr. Downs and others associated with TFEC or TFM  in believing that (1) 

TFM and TFEC are separate entities, (2) TFM was the entity operating the Waterpark and 

collecting revenue from certain other events on the Campus, and (3) TFM would be the entity 

making the required payments under the Financing Agreement.   

11. For example, under the Financing Agreement, TFEC expressly stated that (1) it 

had “assigned its rights under the [Asset Purchase Agreement in the MKSF case] to TFM and 

TFM accepted the Assignment”, and (2) that TMF would be the actual party responsible for the 

payments.  (Ex. 6 to the Haker Decl. at Recital B & §§ 2-3.)  
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5 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

12. As another example, under the Financing Agreement, TFM granted the Museum a

security interest in TFM’s Waterpark and event revenues as collateral. In connection with that 

Agreement, the parties entered into a  Bank Directive Agreement to establish the Museum’s 

control over the collateral.  (See Ex. 9, to the Haker Decl.). Under that Agreement, TMF 

represented (among other things) that:

a. “TFM would be obligated to make the donations to the Museum” pursuant 

to the Financing Agreement (id. at Recital A); 

b. The “Collateral” securing those payments was comprised of the revenue 

that TFM generated in its operations of the Waterpark and the from its special events (id.

¶2.b.);

c. TMF would deposit all of the Collateral into a “Deposit Account” (id. ¶7); 

d. The “Deposit Account” was an account owned by TMF (id. ¶2.d); and

e. TFM would “take all reasonable and necessary steps to timely facilitate 

the implementation and operation of” the Bank Directive Agreement and the Financing 

Agreement (id. ¶ 6). 

13. In 2017, Steve Down represented to me that TFEC/TFM obtained the signature of 

U.S. Bank on the Bank Directive Agreement, as required.  However, I later found out that this 

was not true.  

14. As stated in my first declaration, the Museum hosted a number of revenue-

generating events before the sale of the MKSF assets.

15. The Museum’s records indicate that since January of 2017, TFM has hosted over 

250 events at the Museum Campus, many of which are held in the Aviation Building, the Space 

Building, and the Theater Building.  
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6 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

16. TFM-hosted events include weddings, birthday parties, graduation parties, high 

school proms, business meetings, and professional organization meetings. 

17. The Museum had also hosted these types of events before the sale of the MKSF 

assets.  However, as part of the set of contracts with the Museum, including the Campus Use 

Agreement, the Financing Agreement, and the new lease on the Space Building, the Museum 

restructured its operations to focus on hosting events that had a closer tie to the Museum’s 

mission. 

18. The assumption was TFM would host these events in accordance and in 

compliance with the contracts and that the revenue derived from those events would (a) be 

collateral for TFM’s monthly installment obligations, and (b) to help TFM grow its operations 

and eventually build a hotel on the property, thus raising exposure for the Museum and TFM by 

increasing customer traffic on campus.     

19. However, in my opinion, TFM is failing to take advantage of, and missing,

multiple business opportunities to host events at these buildings and other locations on the 

Museum Campus in any given month.  I base this opinion on the following facts: 

a. TFM has not had an employee or representative answering its business 

phone line during normal business hours on a consistent basis; 

b. TFM business phone line does not include an automated attendant that 

directs potential customers to a TFM employee or representative; 

c. TFM’s business phone line does not include a voicemail service that 

would allow potential customers to leave a message about booking an event; and
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7 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

d. A number of potential customers have called the Museum either inquiring 

about TFM events because they cannot reach a live person or leave a voicemail on the 

TFM line and sometimes asking whether the Museum would host the events;

20. Since TFM filed for bankruptcy, it appears that TFM’s event-hosting activity has 

substantially dropped.  The Museum has continued to receive a number of calls from potential 

customers.

21. I have personally observed the inadequacy of TFM’s business phone line because 

I have called the business line multiple times during business hours without having my call 

answered, and without the ability to leave a voicemail message, even before TFM filed for 

bankruptcy.

22. Museum staff members have received numerous phone calls from individuals 

who are seeking to book events with TFM. These individuals are calling the Museum because 

they are unable to contact TFM about booking events through its business phone line. According 

to Museum staff, I estimate that the Museum has received at least five of these calls each month 

since TFM began operations at the Museum Campus in early 2017.  While there is no guarantee 

that every call would have resulted in an event, I believe the number of these calls that are being 

missed is significant.  

23. I informed TFM representatives on several occasions, prior to the bankruptcies, 

about the problems involving its inadequate business phone line, the lack of a voicemail option, 

and the calls being placed with the Museum because the callers are unable to reach TFM/TFEC 

to book events.  However, these problems are ongoing and persist to this day. 

24. The Museum, on the other hand, is able to handle potential customer calls, has a 

voicemail line for such inquiries, and is able to host additional functions.  And, based on my 
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8 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

statements below, I believe that the Museum is in a better position and can do a better job of 

hosting a number of these events with better planning, the necessary and adequate oversight and 

supervision of these events, and without disruption to the Museum operations or violation of 

Museum policies.   

25. TFM’s access to and use of the Aviation Building, the Theater Building, and the 

Space Building is pursuant to the Campus Use Agreement that was entered between the Museum

and TFM with an effective date of August 19, 2016. TFM’s obligations under the Campus Use 

Agreement include (among others):

a. Not interfering with the Museum’s operations and activities on the

Museum Campus (Ex. 15, attached to Haker Decl., ¶ 2.3.1); 

b. Compliance with safety rules and standards established by the Museum, 

including adequate security at hosted events (id. ¶ 2.3.2); and 

c. Cleaning up the portions of the Aviation, Space, and Theater Buildings

after hosted events. (id. ¶ 2.3.3).

26. These obligations are critically important to the Museum.  These requirements are 

in place to ensure that the experience of Museum visitors who come to the Museum to see the 

artifacts is not diminished or adversely affected by TFM events, that adequate security exists to 

ensure that there are no injuries during these events; and that the Museum’s aircraft and artifacts 

that are valued collectively at over $10 million are not handled or damaged by TFM guests.

Indeed, on this last point, the Aviation Building contains numerous Museum artifacts and 

displays, including the iconic and historic Spruce Goose aircraft, as well as aircraft and exhibits 

on loan from the Air Force Museum, the Smithsonian Institute, the Kansas Cosmosphere 

Museum, and private donors.  
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9 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

27. TMF has routinely been in violation of its obligations under the Campus Use 

Agreement.  As mere examples: 

a. At a TFM event hosted in the Space Building in May of 2018, a TFM

representative directed a cleaning company that was hired by the Museum to stop 

cleaning for the duration of the event. The cleaning company left the Space Building 

before it was able to complete the work the Museum contracted it to do.

b. During a May 2018 TFM-hosted high school prom event at the Aviation 

Building, there was no TFM representative supervising the event during extended periods 

of time.

c. Although no TMF representative was at the May prom event, a Museum 

staff member was attending (to collect money to ride the flight simulator). This Museum 

staff member reported to me the lack of TFM supervision and security for portions of the 

prom event, including the problem that the high school guests were going into restricted 

areas.   

d. In July of 2018, a group arrived early for a TFM-hosted wedding event at 

the Space Building while the Museum was open to the public.  The group arrived during 

Museum hours on a Sunday and proceeded to play loud music and behave in a manner 

that interfered with the Museum’s operations and visitors’ experience. No TFM

representative was immediately available to address this situation. Museum staff 

contacted me about this incident because requests to turn down the music were ignored 

by the guests. This incident occurred on my day off. I began driving to the Museum to 

address this incident directly. On my way to the Museum I received a phone call that a 

TFM representative had finally been located to address the incident.    
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10 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

e. There have been three occurrences in recent months where TFM

representatives have not been available to accept deliveries and/or direct catering 

companies and other similar services prior to TFM-scheduled events. Two of these 

occurrences happened in June of 2018 and one happened in August of 2018.  In each 

case, Museum staff and I spent considerable effort and time in locating a TFM

representative to handle services related to these scheduled events on the Museum 

Campus. These occurrences amount to a distraction that prevents the Museum staff from 

its operation of the Museum. 

f. There have been at least three occurrences  - in July and August of 2018 -

when TFM staff left open the large hangar doors to the Space Building during its events.  

I closed the doors in each instance, and I located and told the TFM representative to keep 

the doors closed. This is not an insignificant issue for the Museum because it is 

responsible for the utility costs in the Space Building.  Leaving the doors of the Space 

Building open for any significant amount of time will increase the costs of utilities for the 

Museum because the Space Building is air-conditioned during summer months and 

because of its large square footage (130,000 sq. ft.). I reported each occurrence of the 

doors being left open at the weekly operation meeting with TMF, but the problems 

continue. 

g. Multiple other problems have persisted, such as TFM’s failure to clean-up

the Space Building after a weekend gymnastics event earlier in 2018; its improper use of 

kitchen facilities and leaving food and dirty dishes after the event is over; and its failure 

to comply with Museum policy by barbecuing on the second level of the Space Building

and allowing firearms into the Space Building as part of a its events.
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11 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

28. TFM’s failure to abide by the terms of the Campus Use Agreement interfere with 

the operations of the Museum, and costs the Museum labor, time, and money.  In addition to 

adversely affecting the Museum’s operations, Museum staff, and the much-needed Museum 

volunteers, the problems also negatively affect the Museum’s reputation.  

29. Moreover, some TFM events require Museum employees and volunteers to move 

planes in the Space Building and Aviation Building, and to operate the projector in the Theater 

Building.  TFM is required to reimburse the Museum for these labor expenses.  In 2017 and early 

2018, TFM failed to reimburse the Museum in a timely manner on numerous occasions for labor 

expenses the Museum incurred as the result of TFM scheduled events. TFM owes the Museum 

over $2,200 for unreimbursed costs and labor expenses incurred by the Museum to date. 

30. In my tenure as Interim Executive Director, I have received communications from 

TFM and/or TFEC creditors regarding outstanding bills.   These creditors contacted the Museum 

because they were unable to reach TFM or TFEC. These creditors include pool chemical 

suppliers and maintenance services, both services which are critical to meeting state regulations 

for operating a swimming pool and keeping the Waterpark open.  

31. The Waterpark was recently the subject of an Oregon Occupational Safety and 

Health Division (Oregon OSHA) complaint related to inoperable heaters and the risk of 

employee’s suffering from hypothermia. (See Exhibit 20, Complaint, attached hereto.)

32. Although the Space Building lease is rent-free, the Space Building’s substantial 

operational costs are paid by the Museum, and TMF receives a property taxes exemption on the 

property of approximately $500,000 per year as a result of the Museum’s occupancy of that 

Building. TFM is not responsible for the payment of any operational costs on the Space 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 8th day of March, 2019 I filed a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Second Declaration of John Rasmussen with the United States Bankruptcy Court for 
the District of Utah by using the CM/ECF system.  I further certify that the parties of record in 
this case, as identified below, are registered CM/ECF Users. 

• Megan K Baker     baker.megan@dorsey.com, long.candy@dorsey.com 
• Marlon L. Bates     marlon@scalleyreading.net, jackie@scalleyreading.net
• Darwin H. Bingham     dbingham@scalleyreading.net, cat@scalleyreading.net 
• Laurie A. Cayton laurie.cayton@usdoj.gov, James.Gee@usdoj.gov; 

Lindsey.Huston@usdoj.gov;Suzanne.Verhaal@usdoj.gov
• Oren Buchanan Haker oren.haker@stoel.com, jennifer.lowes@stoel.com; 

daniel.kubitz@stoel.com; docketclerk@stoel.com; kc.harding@stoel.com 
• Mark E. Hindley mehindley@stoel.com, rnoss@stoel.com; slcdocket@stoel.com 
• Mary Margaret Hunt hunt.peggy@dorsey.com, long.candy@dorsey.com 
• Michael R. Johnson mjohnson@rqn.com, docket@rqn.com;dburton@rqn.com 
• David H. Leigh dleigh@rqn.com, dburton@rqn.com;docket@rqn.com 
• Jessica G. McKinlay  mckinlay.jessica@dorsey.com, Segovia.Maria@dorsey.com 
• Elaine A. Monson emonson@rqn.com, docket@rqn.com; pbrown@rqn.com 
• Darren B. Neilson darren@neilsonlaw.co 
• Ellen E Ostrow  eeostrow@hollandhart.com, intaketeam@hollandhart.com; 

lahansen@hollandhart.com
• Chad Rasmussen chad@alpinalegal.com, contact@alpinalegal.com 
• Jeffrey B. Smith jsmith@cgsattys.com 
• Richard C. Terry richard@tjblawyers.com, cbcecf@yahoo.com 
• Michael F. Thomson thomson.michael@dorsey.com, montoya.michelle@dorsey.com; 

ventrello.ashley@dorsey.com
• United States Trustee USTPRegion19.SK.ECF@usdoj.gov
• Brent D. Wride bwride@rqn.com, docket@rqn.com;pbrown@rqn.com 

DATED:  March 8, 2019 
 /s/ Kevin P. McKenzie 

Kevin P. McKenzie, Practice Assistant 
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Oren Haker (OSB #130162) (admitted pro hac vice)
oren.haker@stoel.com
Mark E. Hindley (UTB #7222)
mark.hindley@stoel.com
STOEL RIVES LLP 
Suite 1100, One Utah Center
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 328-3131
Facsimile: (801) 578-6999

Attorneys for Evergreen Aviation and Space Museum and 
The Captain Michael King Smith Educational Institute

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION

In re:  

The Falls at McMinnville LLC,

Debtor.

Bankr. No. 18-25492

Chapter 11

Honorable Chief Judge R. Kimball Mosier 

In re:  

The Falls Event Center LLC,

Debtor.

Bankr. No. 18-25116

Chapter 11

Honorable Chief Judge R. Kimball Mosier 

SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

I, John Rasmussen, declare as follows to the best of my information and belief:  

1. I have previously submitted a declaration in this case, which pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1746, I declare is true and correct. As explained in my first declaration, I am currently 

the Interim Executive Director of the Evergreen Aviation and Space Museum and The Captain 

Michael King Smith Educational Institute (collectively, the “Museum”).  Prior to my service as 
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Interim Executive Director, I was a Director on the Museum’s Board of Directors for fifteen 

years and the President of the Board for three years.  At all times discussed herein, I was either a 

Director, Director Emeritus, and/or Interim Executive Director for the Museum.

2. The “Museum Campus” consists of five buildings and surrounding land: the 

Space Building, the Aviation Building, the Theater Building, the Wings & Waves Waterpark (the 

“Waterpark”), and the Chapel (now renamed the Lodge). At the time Evergreen Vintage 

Aircraft (“Vintage”) filed for bankruptcy in December 2014, the Museum operated all five 

buildings.  Vintage owned two of the five buildings, specifically the Theater Building and the 

Aviation Building. Vintage leased those two buildings to the Museum on a rent-free basis.  

3. In 2011, the Museum entered into a no-rent lease with the Michael King Smith 

Foundation (“MKSF”) for the Waterpark, and the Waterpark opened that same year.  Pursuant to 

the lease, the Museum operated the Waterpark and collected the revenues, which were then used 

to help fund the Museum’s operations.

4. Vintage filed for bankruptcy in Oregon on December 11, 2014, in In re Evergreen 

Vintage Aircraft, Inc., Case No. 14-36770. As part of the mediated global settlement in the 

Vintage bankruptcy in April 2015, Affordable Mid-Coast Housing (“AMCH”) agreed to lease 

the Aviation Building and Theater Building to the Museum for $25,000 a month for each 

building (totally of $50,000/month) for 20 years.  In connection with the settlement (which was 

approved by the Bankruptcy Court), the Museum was to receive “a 5 year no cost triple net lease 

on the Water Park.” (See Exhibit 18, Global Settlement Term Sheet, at 5.) The right to operate 

the Waterpark was essential for the Museum to pay $50,000 a month owed to AMCH.

5. In January of 2016, MKSF filed for bankruptcy in Oregon in In Re The Michael 

King Smith Foundation, Case No. 16-30233. MKS’s assets included, among other things, the 
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3 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

Waterpark, the Space Building, and land around the Museum Campus. I understood that there 

were two interested buyers in the MKSF assets: AMCH and The Falls Event Center LLC

(“TFEC”).  

6. The Museum supported TFEC’s bid based on its understanding from discussions 

with TFEC representatives that TFEC or its assignee (which turned out to be The Falls at 

McMinnville LLC (“TFM”)) would enter into certain agreements that would better support the 

Museum’s operations. In connection with the sale of the MKSF assets to TFEC/TFM, the parties 

entered into a variety of agreements, including but not limited to:

a. The Lease for the Space Building (see Declaration of Oren B. Haker

(“Haker Decl.”) at Exhibit 14);

b. The Financing Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 6);

c. The Campus Use Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 15);

d. The Bank Directive Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 9); and 

e. The Waterpark Transition Agreement (see id. at Exhibit 17).

7. During the negotiation on these agreements, TFEC (through Steve Down and 

others) represented to me that TFM would be the entity running the Waterpark.  The agreements 

also support this conclusion.  For example:

a. The Waterpark Transition Agreement expressly states that “TFM, as a 

subsidiary of TFEC, will take over occupation, use and operation of the Waterpark.” (Ex. 

17 at Recital C.)  

b. The Bank Directive Agreement defines the term “Collateral” as revenue 

“generated by the [sic] TFM’s operation of” the Waterpark and from special events.  (Ex. 

9 at ¶ 2.b.)
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c. The Campus Use Agreement specifically states that TFM is the “Owner” 

of the Waterpark.  (Ex. 15 at Recital A.)

8. In fact, MKSF assigned the Waterpark lease and related contracts directly to 

TFM, not to TFEC.  (Exhibit 19, Assignment and Assumption of Lease and Contracts, attached 

hereto). 

9. The representatives of TFEC/TFM never mentioned that TFEC would be the 

entity actually collecting revenues from the event and Waterpark operations.  In fact, the only 

time I remember discussing the possibility of another entity collecting revenues from the 

operations in and around the Museum was when I was told Steve Down might create and use a 

separate entity to run and collect revenues from the hotel he planned to build.  I believe this 

entity was to be called “Steve’s Hotel LLC.”  It was the Museum’s understanding that the only 

two entities that would be collecting revenues from operations in and around the Museum 

Campus were (1) TFM, and (2) possibly, in the future, Steve’s Hotel LLC.

10. The Museum relied on the representations in its agreements and oral 

representations from Mr. Downs and others associated with TFEC or TFM  in believing that (1) 

TFM and TFEC are separate entities, (2) TFM was the entity operating the Waterpark and 

collecting revenue from certain other events on the Campus, and (3) TFM would be the entity 

making the required payments under the Financing Agreement.   

11. For example, under the Financing Agreement, TFEC expressly stated that (1) it 

had “assigned its rights under the [Asset Purchase Agreement in the MKSF case] to TFM and 

TFM accepted the Assignment”, and (2) that TMF would be the actual party responsible for the 

payments.  (Ex. 6 to the Haker Decl. at Recital B & §§ 2-3.)  
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12. As another example, under the Financing Agreement, TFM granted the Museum a

security interest in TFM’s Waterpark and event revenues as collateral. In connection with that 

Agreement, the parties entered into a  Bank Directive Agreement to establish the Museum’s 

control over the collateral.  (See Ex. 9, to the Haker Decl.). Under that Agreement, TMF 

represented (among other things) that:

a. “TFM would be obligated to make the donations to the Museum” pursuant 

to the Financing Agreement (id. at Recital A); 

b. The “Collateral” securing those payments was comprised of the revenue 

that TFM generated in its operations of the Waterpark and the from its special events (id.

¶2.b.);

c. TMF would deposit all of the Collateral into a “Deposit Account” (id. ¶7); 

d. The “Deposit Account” was an account owned by TMF (id. ¶2.d); and

e. TFM would “take all reasonable and necessary steps to timely facilitate 

the implementation and operation of” the Bank Directive Agreement and the Financing 

Agreement (id. ¶ 6). 

13. In 2017, Steve Down represented to me that TFEC/TFM obtained the signature of 

U.S. Bank on the Bank Directive Agreement, as required.  However, I later found out that this 

was not true.  

14. As stated in my first declaration, the Museum hosted a number of revenue-

generating events before the sale of the MKSF assets.

15. The Museum’s records indicate that since January of 2017, TFM has hosted over 

250 events at the Museum Campus, many of which are held in the Aviation Building, the Space 

Building, and the Theater Building.  
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16. TFM-hosted events include weddings, birthday parties, graduation parties, high 

school proms, business meetings, and professional organization meetings. 

17. The Museum had also hosted these types of events before the sale of the MKSF 

assets.  However, as part of the set of contracts with the Museum, including the Campus Use 

Agreement, the Financing Agreement, and the new lease on the Space Building, the Museum 

restructured its operations to focus on hosting events that had a closer tie to the Museum’s 

mission. 

18. The assumption was TFM would host these events in accordance and in 

compliance with the contracts and that the revenue derived from those events would (a) be 

collateral for TFM’s monthly installment obligations, and (b) to help TFM grow its operations 

and eventually build a hotel on the property, thus raising exposure for the Museum and TFM by 

increasing customer traffic on campus.     

19. However, in my opinion, TFM is failing to take advantage of, and missing,

multiple business opportunities to host events at these buildings and other locations on the 

Museum Campus in any given month.  I base this opinion on the following facts: 

a. TFM has not had an employee or representative answering its business 

phone line during normal business hours on a consistent basis; 

b. TFM business phone line does not include an automated attendant that 

directs potential customers to a TFM employee or representative; 

c. TFM’s business phone line does not include a voicemail service that 

would allow potential customers to leave a message about booking an event; and
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d. A number of potential customers have called the Museum either inquiring 

about TFM events because they cannot reach a live person or leave a voicemail on the 

TFM line and sometimes asking whether the Museum would host the events;

20. Since TFM filed for bankruptcy, it appears that TFM’s event-hosting activity has 

substantially dropped.  The Museum has continued to receive a number of calls from potential 

customers.

21. I have personally observed the inadequacy of TFM’s business phone line because 

I have called the business line multiple times during business hours without having my call 

answered, and without the ability to leave a voicemail message, even before TFM filed for 

bankruptcy.

22. Museum staff members have received numerous phone calls from individuals 

who are seeking to book events with TFM. These individuals are calling the Museum because 

they are unable to contact TFM about booking events through its business phone line. According 

to Museum staff, I estimate that the Museum has received at least five of these calls each month 

since TFM began operations at the Museum Campus in early 2017.  While there is no guarantee 

that every call would have resulted in an event, I believe the number of these calls that are being 

missed is significant.  

23. I informed TFM representatives on several occasions, prior to the bankruptcies, 

about the problems involving its inadequate business phone line, the lack of a voicemail option, 

and the calls being placed with the Museum because the callers are unable to reach TFM/TFEC 

to book events.  However, these problems are ongoing and persist to this day. 

24. The Museum, on the other hand, is able to handle potential customer calls, has a 

voicemail line for such inquiries, and is able to host additional functions.  And, based on my 
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statements below, I believe that the Museum is in a better position and can do a better job of 

hosting a number of these events with better planning, the necessary and adequate oversight and 

supervision of these events, and without disruption to the Museum operations or violation of 

Museum policies.   

25. TFM’s access to and use of the Aviation Building, the Theater Building, and the 

Space Building is pursuant to the Campus Use Agreement that was entered between the Museum

and TFM with an effective date of August 19, 2016. TFM’s obligations under the Campus Use 

Agreement include (among others):

a. Not interfering with the Museum’s operations and activities on the

Museum Campus (Ex. 15, attached to Haker Decl., ¶ 2.3.1); 

b. Compliance with safety rules and standards established by the Museum, 

including adequate security at hosted events (id. ¶ 2.3.2); and 

c. Cleaning up the portions of the Aviation, Space, and Theater Buildings

after hosted events. (id. ¶ 2.3.3).

26. These obligations are critically important to the Museum.  These requirements are 

in place to ensure that the experience of Museum visitors who come to the Museum to see the 

artifacts is not diminished or adversely affected by TFM events, that adequate security exists to 

ensure that there are no injuries during these events; and that the Museum’s aircraft and artifacts 

that are valued collectively at over $10 million are not handled or damaged by TFM guests.

Indeed, on this last point, the Aviation Building contains numerous Museum artifacts and 

displays, including the iconic and historic Spruce Goose aircraft, as well as aircraft and exhibits 

on loan from the Air Force Museum, the Smithsonian Institute, the Kansas Cosmosphere 

Museum, and private donors.  
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9 – SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN RASMUSSEN 

27. TMF has routinely been in violation of its obligations under the Campus Use 

Agreement.  As mere examples: 

a. At a TFM event hosted in the Space Building in May of 2018, a TFM

representative directed a cleaning company that was hired by the Museum to stop 

cleaning for the duration of the event. The cleaning company left the Space Building 

before it was able to complete the work the Museum contracted it to do.

b. During a May 2018 TFM-hosted high school prom event at the Aviation 

Building, there was no TFM representative supervising the event during extended periods 

of time.

c. Although no TMF representative was at the May prom event, a Museum 

staff member was attending (to collect money to ride the flight simulator). This Museum 

staff member reported to me the lack of TFM supervision and security for portions of the 

prom event, including the problem that the high school guests were going into restricted 

areas.   

d. In July of 2018, a group arrived early for a TFM-hosted wedding event at 

the Space Building while the Museum was open to the public.  The group arrived during 

Museum hours on a Sunday and proceeded to play loud music and behave in a manner 

that interfered with the Museum’s operations and visitors’ experience. No TFM

representative was immediately available to address this situation. Museum staff 

contacted me about this incident because requests to turn down the music were ignored 

by the guests. This incident occurred on my day off. I began driving to the Museum to 

address this incident directly. On my way to the Museum I received a phone call that a 

TFM representative had finally been located to address the incident.    
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e. There have been three occurrences in recent months where TFM

representatives have not been available to accept deliveries and/or direct catering 

companies and other similar services prior to TFM-scheduled events. Two of these 

occurrences happened in June of 2018 and one happened in August of 2018.  In each 

case, Museum staff and I spent considerable effort and time in locating a TFM

representative to handle services related to these scheduled events on the Museum 

Campus. These occurrences amount to a distraction that prevents the Museum staff from 

its operation of the Museum. 

f. There have been at least three occurrences  - in July and August of 2018 -

when TFM staff left open the large hangar doors to the Space Building during its events.  

I closed the doors in each instance, and I located and told the TFM representative to keep 

the doors closed. This is not an insignificant issue for the Museum because it is 

responsible for the utility costs in the Space Building.  Leaving the doors of the Space 

Building open for any significant amount of time will increase the costs of utilities for the 

Museum because the Space Building is air-conditioned during summer months and 

because of its large square footage (130,000 sq. ft.). I reported each occurrence of the 

doors being left open at the weekly operation meeting with TMF, but the problems 

continue. 

g. Multiple other problems have persisted, such as TFM’s failure to clean-up

the Space Building after a weekend gymnastics event earlier in 2018; its improper use of 

kitchen facilities and leaving food and dirty dishes after the event is over; and its failure 

to comply with Museum policy by barbecuing on the second level of the Space Building

and allowing firearms into the Space Building as part of a its events.
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28. TFM’s failure to abide by the terms of the Campus Use Agreement interfere with 

the operations of the Museum, and costs the Museum labor, time, and money.  In addition to 

adversely affecting the Museum’s operations, Museum staff, and the much-needed Museum 

volunteers, the problems also negatively affect the Museum’s reputation.  

29. Moreover, some TFM events require Museum employees and volunteers to move 

planes in the Space Building and Aviation Building, and to operate the projector in the Theater 

Building.  TFM is required to reimburse the Museum for these labor expenses.  In 2017 and early 

2018, TFM failed to reimburse the Museum in a timely manner on numerous occasions for labor 

expenses the Museum incurred as the result of TFM scheduled events. TFM owes the Museum 

over $2,200 for unreimbursed costs and labor expenses incurred by the Museum to date. 

30. In my tenure as Interim Executive Director, I have received communications from 

TFM and/or TFEC creditors regarding outstanding bills.   These creditors contacted the Museum 

because they were unable to reach TFM or TFEC. These creditors include pool chemical 

suppliers and maintenance services, both services which are critical to meeting state regulations 

for operating a swimming pool and keeping the Waterpark open.  

31. The Waterpark was recently the subject of an Oregon Occupational Safety and 

Health Division (Oregon OSHA) complaint related to inoperable heaters and the risk of 

employee’s suffering from hypothermia. (See Exhibit 20, Complaint, attached hereto.)

32. Although the Space Building lease is rent-free, the Space Building’s substantial 

operational costs are paid by the Museum, and TMF receives a property taxes exemption on the 

property of approximately $500,000 per year as a result of the Museum’s occupancy of that 

Building. TFM is not responsible for the payment of any operational costs on the Space 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 8th day of March, 2019 I filed a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Second Declaration of John Rasmussen with the United States Bankruptcy Court for 
the District of Utah by using the CM/ECF system.  I further certify that the parties of record in 
this case, as identified below, are registered CM/ECF Users. 

• Megan K Baker     baker.megan@dorsey.com, long.candy@dorsey.com 
• Marlon L. Bates     marlon@scalleyreading.net, jackie@scalleyreading.net
• Darwin H. Bingham     dbingham@scalleyreading.net, cat@scalleyreading.net 
• Laurie A. Cayton laurie.cayton@usdoj.gov, James.Gee@usdoj.gov; 

Lindsey.Huston@usdoj.gov;Suzanne.Verhaal@usdoj.gov
• Oren Buchanan Haker oren.haker@stoel.com, jennifer.lowes@stoel.com; 

daniel.kubitz@stoel.com; docketclerk@stoel.com; kc.harding@stoel.com 
• Mark E. Hindley mehindley@stoel.com, rnoss@stoel.com; slcdocket@stoel.com 
• Mary Margaret Hunt hunt.peggy@dorsey.com, long.candy@dorsey.com 
• Michael R. Johnson mjohnson@rqn.com, docket@rqn.com;dburton@rqn.com 
• David H. Leigh dleigh@rqn.com, dburton@rqn.com;docket@rqn.com 
• Jessica G. McKinlay  mckinlay.jessica@dorsey.com, Segovia.Maria@dorsey.com 
• Elaine A. Monson emonson@rqn.com, docket@rqn.com; pbrown@rqn.com 
• Darren B. Neilson darren@neilsonlaw.co 
• Ellen E Ostrow  eeostrow@hollandhart.com, intaketeam@hollandhart.com; 

lahansen@hollandhart.com
• Chad Rasmussen chad@alpinalegal.com, contact@alpinalegal.com 
• Jeffrey B. Smith jsmith@cgsattys.com 
• Richard C. Terry richard@tjblawyers.com, cbcecf@yahoo.com 
• Michael F. Thomson thomson.michael@dorsey.com, montoya.michelle@dorsey.com; 

ventrello.ashley@dorsey.com
• United States Trustee USTPRegion19.SK.ECF@usdoj.gov
• Brent D. Wride bwride@rqn.com, docket@rqn.com;pbrown@rqn.com 

DATED:  March 8, 2019 
 /s/ Kevin P. McKenzie 

Kevin P. McKenzie, Practice Assistant 
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